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Catholic Church is a house divided
By Father Richard P. McBrien
Syndicated columnist
Two articles in the Feb. 27 issue of
America magazine merit attention.
One of the articles, "Abortion, Gay
Rights and The Social Contract" was
written by David Cartin, former state
senator in Rhode Island and a regular
columnistforCommonweal magazine.
His thesis is that religious Americans are losing the battle against "the
forces of secularism" on issues such
as homosexuality and abortion,
because me secularists have preempted the Americanized "social contract"
argument; namely, that government
and society must (1) treat everyone
with equal "respect;" P) respect 'conscience'' so that no one is punished
for acting in accord with it and no one
is forced to act against it; and (3) treat
religion as a private matter, not to be
interfered with or imposed on others.
Carlin suggests that homosexuals
and gay-rights advocates, on the one
hand, and pro-choice advocates, on
the other, have successfully used the
social-contract argument to gain the
political high ground.
Thus, society must respect homosexuals because homosexuals have no
control oyer their sexual orientation
— anymore than blacks have over the
color of their skin, for example.
But in appealing to the social contract they are also violating it Thus,
the Rainbow Curriculum proposal for
New York City schools makes no distinction between sexual orientation
and sexual conduct It says, in effect
that homosexual activity is morally
acceptable.
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Carlin urges religious Americans to
rebut this line of argument with a
social-contract argument of their ovim;
namely, privacy of religion and
respect for conscience.
Forcing children to be taught that
homosexual conduct is morally
appropriate, he writes, is "a violation
of the privacy of religion and respect
for conscience."
Forcing children to be taught that
homosexual conduct is morally
appropriate, he writes, is "a violation
of the privacy of religion clause/ since
it interferes with the rights of parents
and denominations to instruct their
children," as well as "a violation of
the conscience clause, in that it compels the public to pay for the ideological defense of a practice that many
taxpayers consider to be profoundly
immoral."
Carlin refers, secondly, to the pro3*
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posed abortion-rights law mat would
require all abortions to be funded by
Medicaid,
Those who favor the legislation
appeal to the social contract Abortion
is a constitutional right and no one
should be deprived of that right
because of an inability to pay.
Instead of appealing to the Bible or
divine law, opponents should object
"on the ground that they are being
compelled, as taxpayers, to pay for
something profoundly opposed to
their moral beliefs." And that's a violation of the social contract's conscience clause.
The social contract, he suggests,
would only allow for an exception in
a very small fraction of cases, namely,
those abortions "sought by poor
women in medically desperate situations — for example, to protect from
death or grave injury."
Carlin's argument falters at the end
when he adopts Patrick Buchanan's
"culture war" rhetoric and lumps all
religious Americans together. The
"great struggle," he says, is between
"religious believers" and "the forces
of secularism."
But who are the 'religious beHeverer Are aB religious Ajnmcans who
are morally opposed to abortion to be
lumped together with Operation Rescue leader Randall Terry? Or Jerry
Falwell and Pat Robertson? Or Phyllis
Schlafly? Or certain high-profile leaders in the Catholic Church?
Carlin makes no mention of the
fundamental divisions within the U.S.
religious community. The fact that we
are a house divided may be one of the
imain reasons whyftrpfo-life post-5

tibn is currenUy losingout
Isn't it possibly the case, as Milwaukee's Archbishop Reinbert Weakland
has suggested, mat the confrontational tactics of certain religious leaders
have been counterproductive, that
they've turned off. even many
Catholics?
To be sure, David Carlin's proposal
deserves serious consideration: religious Americans might be more effective in public policy debates if they,
like their secularist opponents, were
to appeal to the social contract rather
than to narrowly religious and moral
claims.
But a more effective public posture
wul never be adopted without a more
unified religious voice, and that will
never happen without new leadership.
New leadership, in turn, wul never
emerge without open, honest and
extensive dialogue within the religious communities themselves, and
especially within the Catholic Church.
And this is where the second America article comes in — Ed Wojdcki's
"A Great Place for Dialogue: Reflections of a Former Newspaper Editor."
The most important function of 9
Catholic paper, he writes, is to promote dialogue within the church. But
you can't have dialogue if you suppress news 'stbries and opinions you
don't like.
If s no coincidence that the least
effective leaders in the campaign
against abortion are also the most censorious toward information and opinions of which they disapprove.
That's not very American. Which is
why so many Americans don't listen
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Imported Specialties • Seafood and Smoked Fish
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PJTTSFORD FISH MARKET
^ittsford Colony Plaza — 3400 Monroe Avenue
SPECIALTY

SOUTHVIEW PHYSICAL THERAPY
MAKES A DIFFERENCE IN RELIEVING
• Neck & Shoulder Pain
• Low Back Symptoms
• Tendonitis & Bursitis
• Knee Problems
• TMJ Pain
WESTFALL PROFESSIONAL PARK
880 Westfall .Road, Suite' D

Marian Carraelno, PT
Director
071«^ftfl
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Call For Information

"When It's Feelings That Count"
GREECE
PENFIELD
STREET OF SHOPPES PENN-FAIR PLAZA
2200 Penfield Rd.
1600 Ridge Rd. West
(716)377-4480
(716)663-5085
FIRST HOLY COMMUNION & CONFIRMATION GIFTS FOR 1993

Traditional and Contemporary
• Veils, Head Bands, gloves
and purses
• Ties and Arm Bands
• Statues, Plaques, Crucifixes
• Invitations, Greeting Cards,
Decorations, Napkins,
Plates, Cups, Cake Toppers
• Jewelry, Pendants, Religious
Crosses and Medals
Featuring Rosaries, Books,
Missals and Communion
setsby&oman
OUT OF TOWN CUSTOMERS CALL 1-800-755-6467 (Greece Store Only)
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EUROPEAN
STYLE
COLD-CUTS

DAILY
SPECIALS
ON OUR
FRESH &
SMOKED
FISH
^Tes^ ^h ' ^ve k^ter
Frozen Seafood

FOR ALL YOUR
SEAFOOD NEEDS
DURING LENT

Hot Fish To Go /-vnrxi n T\ A ITC\ - i n * n-tt\/\
Nick Vasalos
O P E N 7 DAYS • 381*8190
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CATHOLIC PILGRIMAGES f
- All Accompanied by Priest as Chaplain ~

The 'HOLY FATHER' visits
the USA! Denver, CO
FEAST OF ASSUMPTION

Holyland, Egypt, Greece,
Fatima, Lourdes, Paris, Rome,
Assist, Guadalupe, Ireland
& More! (Weekly)
#1toMedjugorjs
(Monthly)
WANTED:
Priests & Laity to Organize Own
Groups for FREE Ticket'
- Just 8 Pilgrims or Morel -

'Group'Airfare R/T
From BUFFALO
Aug. 12-16* $392 p.p.
* 4 nights Hotel, Breakfast, Papal Events,
Mother Cabrini Shrine. Transfersadd$3HUfcftJ,l
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'Prim Pit 2S/75tk Amhwnry'
Sap1.il/Z7-ffMt
'QMMOfPueaMlafetry'
(714) 9*3-1432 (C»-c.u»)
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